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Welcome to the University of North Texas New
College at Frisco

Map of New College
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The Three M’s of New College
UNT’s New College features several new technologies in three
different room types on campus. These room types are the
Multimedia Collaboration Room, the Mediascape Room, and the
Mezzanine room: the three M’s of New College.

The M Room Course Application: A New College
Scenario
Creative Writing, Digital Design, and Computer Programming are
three classes that have a significant influence on a video game
designer’s career. These classes would work well as part of a
Video Game Design Program at UNT’s New College at Frisco.

Multimedia Collaboration Room
The Multimedia Collaboration Room

This room hosts a variety of
display methods that allow
multiple users to share
information with the entire
room. The main technology
in the room is the
ClickShare system.
Mediascape Room
The Mediascape Rooms at UNT
New College are centers of
collaboration. Pods group
individuals in front of two screens
at tables with connections for
personal devices.
Mezzanine Room
UNT New College at Frisco is home to
a state of the art Mezzanine system,
developed by Oblong Industries.
Room 112 houses the New College
Mezzanine system. The mezzanine
allows users to manipulate materials
across multiple screens in real time
with a wand or personal device.

The students would stop in the MMCR working on their creative
writing credit in a collaborative environment. Students can
workshop their ideas with classmates and professors using the
click share pucks to show the others in the class what they are
working on. This room also works well for the creative writing
stage of the process due to the large size of the room, and the
popularity of creative writing. Using this room for creative writing
Gives students who may not be going into the video game design
program an opportunity to take the class in a very unique and
purposeful environment. At the end of what would be a
competition based class there will be an idea that students will
take with them to the next stage.
The Mediascape Room
The idea that was finalized in creative writing will be brought to
Mediascape room to begin the physical building of the game in
their computer programming course. The smaller rooms will
reflect the fact less students would want to be involved in the
hands on programming. Students can be separated into groups
and assigned different task such as level design, character
modeling, U.I. mapping, etc. Students will be able to collaborate on
their code in real time via the Steelcase system while the professor
has the ability to give examples as needed.
At the end of this segment students will take their finished
segment to the Mezzanine for the next and final stage.
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The Mezzanine Room
One of the advantages of the Mezzanine is the ability to have
multiple computers running high powered processes while all
users can view them. This makes the Mezzanine room an ideal
location for combining the modules and making sure they fit
together properly. This room will serve as the finalization stage of
the project.
The end result for students who complete all stages of the cycle
will be a finished video game product that they can attach to their
name. This will give UNT students entering the field a dramatic
advantage over those with less collaborative experience.
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Additional New College Facilities and
Technologies

Additional Rooms and Policies

New College Laptops

The New College philosophy is “Learning Beyond the Walls.” So
the facility has rooms without doors and rooms with glass walls to
promote a collaborative atmosphere.

With a UNT ID, students and staff can check out Dell and Apple
laptops from the front desk. These laptops are fully compatible
with the Mezzanine and the ClickShare hardware.

Conference Rooms

Check-Out Procedures

The conference rooms at New College at Frisco feature double
paned glass that you can fill with smoke to allow privacy.

You will have to present you I.D. to the receptionist at the first
desk and let them know what type of laptop you wish to check out
for the duration of your time a new college.

Mobile Whiteboards
New College has mobile whiteboards available for check out to
provide a mobile work space.
Rules and Policies
Because the of the expensive technologies, New College has a strict
no food or beverage policy in the classrooms.

New College Hardware
Much of the New College hardware requires a certain type of cable
in order to connect to personal devices. If the user’s device does
not have the required connection, the facility has a variety of
adapters in stock.

Double Robot
Department of Criminal Justice
New College has a state of the art criminal justice wing that is
available for student and municipal use.
Forensics Lab
The New College facility has one of the few complete forensics lab
in North Texas. This lab provides a unique hands-on learning
experience for students pursuing a degree in a related field. This
lab will also aid local police departments with investigations,
providing them with a shorter response time on items sent in for
analysis.
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New College robots called Double Robots. These robots aid in
distance learning and teaching by giving users from anywhere in
the world the ability to interact with persons on campus. In order
to fully utilize the robots, users need a computer with a webcam
and speaker. The double robot receives the user’s image and voice
through an iPad on the robot while sending a live feed from the
robot’s camera and speaker.
Checkout
To access one of the robots, users must reserve time with a
representative at New College. However, there is a limited
number of robots.

Usage
The robots will be useful when a professor wants to invite a guest
lecture to speak to a class but they do not have access to a
compatible video conferencing system. These robots will be
available to students with illness or handicaps that prevent them
from attending class at New College.

Evoku Room Reservation System
With the exception of staff offices and restrooms, all New College
rooms have an Evoku tablet outside the door. From these tablets,
users can check scheduled meeting times and reserve the
room. All scheduled classes are preloaded into the system. In the
event that a professor cancels class, the Evoku system allows users
to amend the schedule. When the room is in use the tablet has a
red light around the display. The light is green while the room is
available.
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Multimedia Collaboration Room

Multimedia Collaboration Room Orientation
This room hosts a variety of
display methods that allow
multiple users to share
information with the entire
room.

Outlets
Two HDMI wall outlets feed into the media controller. The media
controller recognizes these outlets as Wall Plate A and Wall Plate
B. Wall Plate A is located to the far right as you look at the displays
and Wall Plate B is located at the center of the two display groups.

Multimedia Collaboration Technology Overview
Projector
The projector is a standard
feature in all classrooms on the UNT Main Campus and at New
College.

An Extron touchscreen
functions as a media
controller for the Multimedia
Collaboration Room displays.

Media Cabinets

Using the Media Cabinets

Two media cabinets reside in the left corner as you enter the
room. The first cabinet is the standard cabinet that operates the
projector using a dual monitor display. The second cabinet houses
the video conferencing
hardware.

The media cabinets store hardware. They also contain a PC with
two primary display options. The computer will default display on
the dual-monitor system on top of the media cabinets. Users can
activate the projector from this PC or insert a ClickShare puck to
use the PC with the other displays.

Display Layout
In addition to the projector, this room contains five large displays
in three groups. Each of the displays operates independently. The
two main sections in the front of the room contain two monitors
each. The fifth monitor is in the rear of the room next to the media
cabinets.

Using the Media Controllers
The Multimedia Collaboration Room has two Extron media
controllers. The controllers are touchscreens much like tablets.
One controls the displays and the other has advanced camera
controls for the video conferencing software.

Camera Orientation

These Extron media controllers sit on top of the cabinets next to
the dual monitors. Media controllers allow the user to choose
which source to display and the screen on which to display.

The video conferencing system uses three cameras in the
Multimedia Collaboration Room. Two of the cameras face out to
the classroom: one to the right and the other to the left. The third
camera faces the front of the room.

The Extron Screen labels the display screens as Display 1, Display
2, Display 3, Display 4 and Rear Display. Display 1 is the screen
on the far left of the room. The rear display is the screen to the
right of the media cabinets.
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The Extron Screen labels the Sources as Clickshare, Wall Plate A,
Wall Plate B, Camera 2, and Camera 3.

3. Select a location from the phone book on the device or
enter an IP Address from a videoconferencing device
Once the call begins, users can control the camera from the Extron
screen they used to make the call.

To change a display
1. Select the display (Display 1, Display 2, Display 3,
Display 4, or Rear Display)

Using ClickShare
ClickShare is a set of four pucks
with a USB cable compatible with
any USB capable devices. The
ClickShare system gives users the
ability to share information in
real time from a personal device.
To activate the ClickShare pucks

2. Select the input to use with that display (ClickShare, Wall
Plate A, Wall Plate B, Camera 2, or Camera 3)

Videoconferencing
The UNT New College at Frisco uses a Cisco videoconferencing
software. Users can operate the videoconferencing software from
the black Extron screen on the media cabinet. The white Extron
screen has controls for advanced users.

1. Insert the puck into an open USB slot on your device
2. Open the ClickShare puck as if it were a flash drive on the
device
3. Open the appropriate driver for the device operating
system (ex. ClickShare_for_Windows for a Windows based
device)
4. Press the button in the center of the device to begin sharing
5. Remove the puck from the device at the end of the session
All four of the pucks can be used simultaneously. When using
multiple pucks, the display will shift into a split screen
mode. When in split screen mode the audio will be from the puck
that was last activated.

To access the videoconferencing program
1. Exit the media controls
2. Select Videoconferencing from the Main Menu
15

Using the Wall Outlets
These wall outlets provide the room with two static display
options that cannot be moved unless deactivated from the media
controller. The media controller is located at the rear of the room,
while the HDMI outlets are located at the front of the room. This
location will allow the professor to control a presentation from the
front of the room without need to use the ClickShare pucks.

Multimedia Collaboration Room Applications
The Multimedia Collaboration Room is great for larger, more
common classes, due to the 90-person capacity. Most high
demand classes tend to be taught in lecture halls where students
do not have a chance to interact with instructors during the
lecture. The MMCR can alleviate this in a very minimal impact to
the professor's lecture. The instructor will have their visual
presentation setup on the front four displays of the room, while
the rear display will be tuned into the ClickShare pucks. The
ClickShare pucks will be distributed across the room and students
can connect their device and use it to display a question or any
other interaction to the presentation. The professor will be able to
see these interactions with minimal interruption and respond
when they deem it appropriate.
The use of the MMCR will feature multiple display that will allow
multiple videos to be displayed at the same time. Video editing
courses would benefit tremendously from the use of this room.
The ability to view multiple video sources will aid in allowing the
students to make comparisons that will allow them to make better
choices in their own videos.
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Mediascape Room

Mediascape Room Orientation
The Mediascape Rooms at
UNT New College are centers
of collaboration.
Projector
Each of these classrooms features a projector that users control
via the media cabinet.
Media Cabinet
Every New College Mediascape room features a media cabinet
with an Extron touchscreen. This Extron screen is the control for
the presentation modes.
Screen Layout
Each room has six tables
with two monitors each.
This manual refers to the
monitor on the left as
monitor 1 and the other as
monitor 2.
Whiteboard and Walls
These rooms do not feature traditional whiteboards but the glass
walls can act as an additional writing survace. The facility also has
mobile whiteboards that lecturers and students can bring into the
classrooms.
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Mediascape Tables
Each of the Mediascape tables
features a Steelcase box. This
box contains six circular
controllers with VGA cables that
can connect to the users'
personal devices. For devices
without VGA ports, the campus
office can provide HDMI
adapters.

Mediascape Technology Overview
In the Mediascape rooms, participants have the option of
connecting with multiple presentations simultaneously. Users at
the individual tables can control their own presentations on one
screen while another user presents on the second screen.
Using the Media Cabinet
The media cabinet is where the presenter controls the
presentation. During a presentation, Screen 1 on all of the tables
displays the information.
During a lecturer presentation, students only have access to monitor 2.
During a student presentation or group work, they have access to both
screens. The Extron Screen has a button for each of these functions.
To turn on the teacher presentation
- Tap Teacher Present on the Extron screen
To turn on student presentation screen
- Tap Student Present on the Extron screen
To turn off/on all screens, etc.
- Tap System Off on the Extron screen

Using Mediascape Tables
The circular controllers allows users to
connect personal devices to the
mediascape table. Each of the circular
controllers has two buttons labeled 1 and
2.

were a live news coverage. Students at the pod will be able to
analyze and critique the broadcast as if they were viewers.

To connect a device
1. Connect a puck directly to VGA
port on device
2. Push the center of puck to turn it on. The puck will light up
green around the edge with white (off) and (Screen 1 and
2) buttons
3. Pushing the Screen buttons on the puck will display
student screen on pod screens
4. If the lecturer is presenting, only screen 2 will be available

Mediascape Room Applications
This room is ideal for any course that benefits from a flipped
classroom, for example, a criminal justice course. The professor
posts a case detailing a crime on Blackboard for the students to
study prior to class. Once the students arrive at the next class
period, they split into groups and use the class period to establish
a profile of the criminal.
Another class that would benefit from the mediascape rooms is a
broadcast Journalism class. Students can practice their field
reporting skills by using the lecturer's ability to display their
screen at all of the pods. The presenting student would use a
camera attached to the lecturer's computer and present as if it
19

Mezzanine Room

Mezzanine Room Orientation
UNT New College at Frisco
is home to a state of the art
Mezzanine system,
developed by Oblong
Industries. Room 112
houses the New College
Mezzanine system.

room. The secondary display is the corkboard which contains two
monitors.
Camera Orientation
This room has two cameras. One faces the whiteboard and
projector wall. The other is under the primary display and feeds
into the videoconferencing system.

Media Cabinet

Mezzanine Functions Overview

The media cabinet is identical to the standard cabinet in every
classroom on UNT Main Campus and at New College.

The Mezzanine is a powerful communication tool that allows
multiple users to interact with an active presentation.

Whiteboard

Presentation

The white board covers the
entire west wall from floor to
ceiling.

The Mezzanine is an advanced presentation software. It allows
users to upload a slideshow presentation into the system for
display. Presentations must be in PDF format.

Projector

Unlike a standard single monitor display, users can simultaneously
display multiple slides from the presentation. This allows users to
access information at their own pace. All users logged into the
system can interact with any of the slides.

The projector faces the west
wall whiteboard. This wall
has a camera that feeds into
the Mezzanine system. The
camera allows users to
capture and save information
displayed on the projector to
the Mezzanine.
Screen Layout
The Mezzanine has five displays in two groups. The primary
display contains three monitors on the north wall of the
22

Mezzanine Screencast
Screencast is an application that users can download to a personal
device. Screencast allows users to share their display. Users can
interact with the display without this application, but in a limited
capacity.

Videoconference
The UNT New College at Frisco uses a Cisco videoconferencing
software. Users can operate the videoconferencing software from
the Extron screen on the media cabinet. To access the
videoconferencing program
6. Exit the media controls
7. Select Videoconferencing from the Main Menu
8. Enter an IP Address from a videoconferencing device
Once the call begins, users can control the camera from the Extron
screen.

In an unlocked presentation, any user can view and interact with
the Mezzanine display.
Locking and Unlocking Mezzanine
To lock a Mezzanine session, activate
the lock button in the upper left
corner of the primary display.
To enter a locked Mezzanine session,
enter the three letter code displayed
in place of the lock button.
To unlock a Mezzanine session, click the three letter code to revert
to the lock button.

Beginning a Mezzanine Session
The mezzanine features a simple startup system.
Turning on Displays
The media controller at the back of the room activates the
Mezzanine displays.

Using Mezzanine with the Wand
The wand is a tool used to manipulate the different panes of the
Mezzanine displays. A series of infrared sensors on the ceiling of
the Mezzanine room allow the wand to be used in any angle of the
room. The wand has three buttons with identical functions and
one On/Off button. This allows the wand to be used from multiple
angles.

Establishing Session Parameters
Before beginning a Mezzanine presentation, the presenter must
determine the level of access to the presentation.
In a locked presentation,
only users with the threedigit code can view and
interact with the
Mezzanine display.

1 beep

25% charge

2 beeps

50% charge

3 beeps

75% charge

4 beeps

100% charge

Activating the Wand
The power button is at the top of the wand. Only activate the wand
in the Mezzanine Room.
To activate the wand, press the On/Off button at the front end of
the wand. The wand will beep when it activates.edu
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Using Wand Control Gestures
The sensors on the ceiling pick up want movements. Using
different gestures with the wand gives users the ability to
manipulate the presentation.

3. Move the wand away from the screen until the pane is the
desired size
4. Release the button

Copying Content
Moving Content
To move panes on the display
1. Move the cursor to the desired pane
2. Press one of the primary wand buttons to select the pane
and activate it
3. Drag the pane to the desired location
4. Release the button
You can stack the panes so that once you move a pane it will show
what was previously in that location.
Resizing Content

This process creates a screenshot of an area you select on the
mezzanine display. You can manipulate the screenshot as if it were
another pane.
To copy a pane
1. Aim the wand at the desired pane
2. Rotate your wrist until the cursor displays as a plus sign
3. Press one of the primary wand buttons to select the pane
and activate it
4. Move the cursor across the pane to select the section you
want to copy
5. Release the button

To decrease the size of a pane
1. Move the cursor to the desired pane
2. Press one of the primary wand buttons to select the pane
and activate it
3. Move the wand toward the screen until the pane is the
desired size
4. Release the button

Presenting Using Mezzanine
The main focus of the Mezzanine is to allow multiple users to
present and edit information in real time. This allows for a more
dynamic presentation style that will keep viewers engaged in the
presentation.
Uploading Content

To increase the size of a pane
1. Move the cursor to the desired pane
2. Press one of the primary wand buttons to select the pane
and activate it
24

Mezzanine users can upload content from a device using a web
browser. Users can add power point presentations to the
mezzanine by converting the file type to a PDF. Users can also
upload individual files and arrange them in an order that is
suitable for the presentation.

Arranging Content in the Workspace

Connecting to Mezzanine

Content will appear in the portfolio section of the Mezzanine
menu. From this section, users can select a pane to move it
manually to the desired display location, or simply tap the
Selection button and the pane will automatically move to the
center of the main display.

Connecting to the Mezzanine system allows the user to control and
share content with the main Mezzanine system and screens.
However, this is not a live stream of the user’s device.

Presenting Portfolio Content
The portfolio stores all uploaded content. From here you can drag
the content to the desired position for your presentation.
Removing Content
To completely remove a pane from the presentation
1. Move the cursor to the desired pane
2. Press one of the primary wand buttons to select the pane
and activate it
3. Drag the pane up until a red dialogue box that says Delete
appears on the screen
4. Release the button

Users can also share information with the Mezzanine via an
application on a mobile device or directly through any web
browser. While viewing the Mezzanine with a web browser, the
user’s screen will display the three main screens as well as the live
streams bin and the portfolio bin.

The Mezzanine address for UNT New College at Frisco is
https://mezzanine.untvn.unt.edu
To connect to Mezzanine during a private session, enter the threedigit passcode.
iOS and Android
1. Download the Mezzanine app from the iOS/Android App
Store
2. Launch the Mezzanine app
3. Enter the mezzanine address and tap Connect
4.
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Personal Computer
1. Launch a web browser
2. Enter the UNT New College Mezzanine address

Mezzanine Screencast
Mezzanine Screencast allows the user to share a personal device
screen display live directly to the main Mezzanine display screens.
To install Mezzanine Screencast on a personal computer
1. Connect to Mezzanine via
web browser
2. Click the Mezzanine
Screencast link in the live
streams bin
3. Download the Mezzanine
Screencast and follow
installation instructions
a. Choose to install for only the current user or all
users of the laptop and click Next
b. Choose to create shortcuts for the start menu or
desktop and click Next
c. Click Install to begin installation
4. Click Finish once the program has installed
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To launch Mezzanine Screencast
1. Launch the Mezzanine
Screencast program on your
personal computer
2. Enter the Mezzanine
address (See Connecting to
Mezzanine, page 11)
3. Click Share Screen

Once in the Screencast app, the user’s personal device will not
control the presentation. Mezzanine Screencast simply makes the
device an active part of the presentation. In order to fully control
the presentation, the user must connect to the Mezzanine system
via a web browser.

Mezzanine Room Applications
The Mezzanine is a very powerful tool that allows multiple users
to interact in a presentation. This ability makes the Mezzanine
great for project based learning. Engineering and architecturallybased classes would benefit tremendously from this technology.
The Mezzanine allows multiple users to collaborate on designing a
project from their individual computers. Everyone can look on and
interact with the designs in real time on the main displays.
Mezzanine would also work well for any course that makes use of
storyboards. Design or animation courses would be able to
arrange ideas in a digital space that would allow for a better use of
space and provide a more engaging platform than traditional
storyboarding techniques.
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